Video is a proven tool to better educate, train, connect and protect organizations everywhere. VALT is an innovative software solution that empowers users to create and manage their own video database. This powerful tool helps organizations increase the use of video to improve the effectiveness of wide variety of programs. VALT can scale to support any number of cameras, users and departments, while the intuitive browser based interface provides each user with a unique and secure experience.

Large Scale VALT Deployments:

**CHILDREN’S HOSPITALS**
Serving Treatment, Research and Training programs at CHOA, CHOP and CHLA

**BRIIGHAM YOUNG UNIVERSITY**
Enterprise wide deployment throughout Provo campus and Nursing Simulation at BYU-Idaho

**THE UNIVERSITY OF GEORGIA**
Clinical observation and training system for CSD, Kinesiology, and the ASPIRE Clinic (Counseling)

**MONTCLAIR STATE UNIVERSITY**
Center for Clinical Services – Training Clinic solution for Counseling, Psychology and Autism

**SURREY PLACE CENTRE**
Assessment recording and clinical observation across 4 Non-Profit Toronto area clinical sites

**WELD & JEFFERSON COUNTY SHERIFF**
25+ Interview rooms across Colorado

**UNIVERSITY OF VIRGINIA**
Shelia C. Johnson Center – 43 room VALT system for Speech-Language Hearing Center, Clinical Psychology and Autism Services

---

**POWERFUL SOFTWARE TO OBSERVE, CAPTURE, SEARCH AND STREAM VIDEO**

**SOLUTIONS**

**CLINICAL SKILLS**
Allied Health Professions Programs, Training Clinics

**SIMULATION**
Hospital Based Centers, Nursing Education, Pharmacy

**INTERVIEW RECORDING**
Law Enforcement, DA Offices, Forensic Interviews (CAC)

**RESEARCH**
Behavioral Studies, Clinical Trials, Focus Groups

**EDUCATION AND TRAINING**
Learning Labs, Medical Residency, Teacher Training

[www.ipivs.com](http://www.ipivs.com)
Initiate recordings on demand or schedule them in advance.

**Product Tiers**

- **Standard**
  - 15 total camera support
  - Observe
  - Record
  - Review
  - Update
  - Templates
  - Lock/Unlock
  - Upload

- **Professional**
  - Includes all Standard features PLUS...
  - Unlimited Camera Support
  - Scheduler
  - HTTPS
  - Multi-Server
  - Containers
  - LDAP
  - Beam

- **Enterprise**
  - Includes all Professional features PLUS...
  - SSO
  - RTMPS
  - Reports
  - API
  - Branding

**Features**

**Observe**
- HD Camera Support – Up to 50 IP Cameras per Server
- Multi-View – Quickly change from a single view to custom layouts
- PTZ Control – Move PTZ cameras or digitally zoom from software

**Capture**
- Cross Browser Compatible – Initiate and tag recordings from any browser
- Scheduler – Program one time or recurring recording schedules per room
- Push Button + LED – Start/Stop with a push button

**Review**
- Intelligent Search – Quickly find and stream relevant files via search engine
- Annotations – Mark points of interest with relevant data or feedback
- Playback Tools – Jump to any timestamp, zoom in or create a clip

**Manage**
- Video Retention – Automated data management per user group
- Secure Download – High quality .mp4 file available to authorized users
- Sharing Tools – Default and on-demand sharing rights per user

**Security**
- Data Encryption – All data SSL encrypted in transit
- User Permissions – Robust user permission for every feature and video content/stream
- Audit Trails – Every user action logged and timestamped for search or export

“ANYONE WHO NEEDS TO CAPTURE VIDEOS, RECORD THEM OR DO LIVE SUPERVISION WILL FIND VALT VERY EASY. THEY LOGIN, THEY PRESS PLAY, THAT’S IT”

**Learn More**

W222N615 Cheaney Drive, Suite A, Waukesha, WI 53186  tel. 262.746.9290

email sales@ipivs.com  www.ipivs.com